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Abstract: We recently reported the development of a computational method for the design of coassembling multicomponent protein nanomaterials. While four such materials were validated at highresolution by X-ray crystallography, low yield of soluble protein prevented X-ray structure determination of a fifth designed material, T33-09. Here we report the design and crystal structure of T3331, a variant of T33-09 with improved soluble yield resulting from redesign efforts focused on
mutating solvent-exposed side chains to charged amino acids. The structure is found to match the
computational design model with atomic-level accuracy, providing further validation of the design
approach and demonstrating a simple and potentially general means of improving the yield of
designed protein nanomaterials.
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Introduction
Symmetric homomeric and heteromeric protein complexes perform a broad range of functions in biological systems1,2. Inspired by these natural proteinbased molecular machines and materials, many
efforts have been undertaken to design novel supramolecular protein structures.3–19 We recently
described a design strategy that combines symmetric
modeling with protein–protein interface design to
generate novel protein assemblies with atomic-level
accuracy.7,16 Using this approach we were able to
successfully design five novel tetrahedral protein
nanomaterials formed through the coassembly of
multiple copies of two distinct protein subunits.16
All five designs were confirmed to yield coassembled nanoparticles of the expected size and
shape by analytical size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) and negative stain electron microscopy (EM).
Crystal structures of four of the nanomaterials were
found to match the design models with high accuracy, but we were unable to attempt crystallization
of the fifth design, termed T33-09, because of the
low yield of soluble protein. In addition to the limited soluble yield of T33-09, the majority of unsuccessful designs exhibited low or undetectable
amounts of soluble expression. This observation,
combined with a lack of discernible differences in
the calculated metrics of interface quality for successful and unsuccessful design models, indicated
that developing methods to increase soluble expression of the designs is likely to be important for
improving our design approach.
With this motivation, we designed and experimentally characterized variants of T33-09 in which
a subset of the solvent-exposed side chains on each
subunit were mutated to either positively or negatively charged amino acids. This approach, referred
to as “supercharging” when taken to an extreme,
has previously been shown to be effective at increasing protein solubility20,21 and is an enticing option
for improving our designed nanomaterials as it
avoids the need to mutate core or interface residues,
which are generally less tolerant of mutations than
surface residues. Using a quick and simple cell
lysate-based screen, this approach led to the successful production of a design variant with significantly
increased soluble yield and to the determination of a
high-resolution structure of the redesigned material.
As intended, the designed interface and the overall
structure of the nanomaterial were not changed during the redesign process, and were found to match
closely with the experimentally determined
structure.

Results and Discussion
T33-09 is comprised of multiple copies of two distinct
protein subunits, referred to as A and B, each about
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110 amino acids in length. Both subunit types are
naturally trimeric, and the introduction of a de novo
designed protein–protein interface between the two
types of subunits gives rise to a symmetric, tetrahedral assembly comprised of four trimers of each
type.16 In an attempt to rescue the low solubility of
this designed material, one positively charged and
one negatively charged version of each protein subunit were designed using the Rosetta macromolecular
modeling software package as follows.22,23 Using the
original T33-09 design model as the starting point,
with the same treatment of the backbone and rigid
body DOFs as published previously,16 side chains
with greater than 28 Å2 of solvent accessible surface
area, and not already possessing the desired charge
state, were selected as designable positions. Two
new design models were generated, one in which all
designable residues in subunit A were allowed to
mutate to aspartate or glutamate, while those in
subunit B were allowed to mutate to arginine or
lysine, and another in which all designable residues
in subunit A were allowed to mutate to arginine or
lysine, while those in subunit B were allowed to
mutate to aspartate or glutamate. The resulting
designs were refined and selected for experimental
characterization based on Rosetta score metrics and
visual inspection in PyMOL,24 yielding four new variants with four to eight mutations per subunit compared with the original design [Supporting
Information Table S1].
Synthetic genes encoding the four designed variants were cloned into the pET29b vector (Novagen)
for inducible expression in Eschericia coli and the
level of soluble expression and assembly state of all
nine possible pairwise combinations of original, negatively, or positively charged A and B subunits was
then assessed by mixing cell lysates containing the
individually expressed subunits and analyzing the
resulting soluble and insoluble fractions by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). One combination of subunits, with a negatively charged A
subunit and the original B subunit, was found to
significantly increase the yield of the assembled
state in the soluble fraction [Supporting Information
Figure 1S]. We named this new design variant,
which contains five mutations in the A component
relative to the original design, T33-31 [Fig. 1(A)].
SDS-PAGE analysis of individually expressed
subunits showed a clear increase in the soluble
expression of the redesigned, negatively charged
subunit A compared with the original design [Fig.
1(B)]. In addition, gel filtration of individually
expressed subunits purified by nickel affinity chromatography showed a substantial reduction of apparent soluble aggregate in the negatively charged
subunit A sample compared with the original design
[Supporting Information Figure 2S(B)], suggesting
that the negatively charged variant has less of a
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Figure 1. Experimental characterization of designed protein assembly T33-31 by SDS-PAGE, analytical SEC, and electron
microscopy. A: Close-up of the original subunit A and negatively charged subunit A (Aneg) from the T33-09 (white) and T33-31
(green and blue) design models. The five surface residues mutated in T33-31 compared to T33-09 are labeled and shown as
sticks. B: SDS-PAGE analysis of whole cell and clarified lysates from cells expressing the original subunit A or the redesigned,
negatively charged subunit A (ANeg). A strong band is observed near the expected molecular weight of 12.5 kDa in the clarified
lysate of ANeg, but is only faintly visible in the subunit A sample. C: SEC chromatograms of purified designs and wild-type oligomeric proteins from which they are derived. The A and B subunits are derived from Protein Data Bank entries 1nza and 1ufy,
respectively. The designed proteins elute near the expected volume for the target tetrahedral assembly (‘24mers’, arrow), while
the wild-type proteins elute as trimers (‘3mers’, arrow). The T33-09 sample was produced from coexpressed subunits, whereas
the T33-31 sample was produced through in vitro mixing as described in the Materials and Methods. D: SDS-PAGE analysis of
SEC-purified T33-31. Two bands, with approximately equal intensity, are observed near the expected molecular weights of 12.5
and 14.5 kDa. E: Negative stain electron micrograph of in vitro-mixed, SEC-purified T33-31.

tendency to self-associate. Purified T33-31, obtained
by nickel affinity chromatography and size exclusion
chromatography of coexpressed (data not shown) or
in
vitro-mixed
hexahistidine-tagged
subunits,
yielded a dominant peak by analytical SEC near the
same elution volume as T33-09, matching the
expected size of approximately 24 subunits [Fig.
1(C)]. SDS-PAGE analysis of the SEC peak fractions
yielded two bands of approximately equal intensity
near the expected molecular weights for subunits A
and B [Fig. 1(D)]. Negative-stain electron microscopy
of the purified assembly fractions revealed fields of
monodisperse particles that closely resemble the
design model at low resolution and are indistinguishable from previously obtained electron micro-
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graphs of T33-09 [Fig. 1(E)].16 Taken together, these
data provide strong evidence that T33-31 coassembles to form a structure of similar size and shape to
our design model and with the expected one to one
stoichiometry of subunits A and B.
Facilitated by the increased yield, purified T3331 was subsequently characterized by X-ray crystallography to confirm the accuracy of the design at
high-resolution. T33-31 crystallized readily, leading
to the determination of a 3.4 Å structure (Fig. 2).
The asymmetric unit of the crystal comprises one
complete tetrahedron. The backbone atoms of the
three subunits composing the interface in the design
model (two subunits from component A and one subunit from component B) have an average root mean
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Figure 2. T33-31 crystal structure and design model. At left, views along the two-fold and three-fold symmetry axes are shown
for the T33-31 computational design model (top) and crystal structure (bottom, PDB ID 4ZK7, scale bar: 15 nm). The r.m.s.d.
was calculated using the backbone atoms in all 24 chains of the design model compared to the asymmetric unit of the crystal
structure. At right, an overlay is shown of the designed interface in the design model (white) and crystal structure (green and
blue). Poor electron density prevented modeling beyond the beta or delta carbon for some amino acid side chains in the crystal
structure. The subunits involved in the interface shown are represented by protein chains S, A, and U in the deposited PDB
structure. In the amino acid side chains shown, oxygen atoms are red, nitrogen atoms are blue, and sulfur atoms are orange.
An interactive view of the crystal structure, T33-31 design model, and T33-09 design model is available in the electronic version
of the article.

square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of 0.6 Å compared with
the twelve noncrystallographically-related instances
of the equivalent atoms in the crystal structure. The
r.m.s.d. over all backbone atoms in the 24 subunits
compared with the design model is only slightly
higher at 0.7 Å (Fig. 2). At positions where the electron density permitted side chain placement, the
T33-31 design model also matches the crystal structure with high accuracy. While the backbone and
side chain conformations do not match as well at the
redesigned positions (W43E, Q44E, H62D, A73E,
and T78E), this is not surprising because: (1) the
backbone degrees of freedom (DOFs) were held fixed
during the computational design protocol despite
many of the mutated residues residing in loop
regions and (2) the side chains are highly exposed to
solvent and expected to be able to adopt many conformations. Other than the five mutated side chains
in subunit A and several additional non-mutated
surface residues, the T33-09 and T33-31 design models are nearly identical and thus the original T33-09
design model matches the crystal structure equally
well over both the backbone and the core and interface side chain conformations (Fig. 2).
There are many possible reasons for the success
of the T33-31 variant compared with the other combinations of subunits experimentally tested. SDS-
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PAGE analysis and gel filtration of the original A
and B subunits showed that, when individually
expressed, subunit A appeared to self-associate to
form soluble aggregates whereas subunit B appeared
to exist primarily as free trimer [Supporting Information Figure 2S]. Given this lower yield of soluble,
nonaggregated subunit A compared to subunit B in
the original design, it is perhaps not surprising that
the best redesigned variant involved changes to subunit A, which decreased the tendency of the subunit
to self-associate. It is at present less clear why the
negatively charged version of subunit A worked better than the positively charged version or why the
original version of subunit B worked better in combination with the negatively charged A subunit than
the other versions of subunit B. It is possible that
the greater total number of mutations in the positively charged variants (8 and 7 mutations for APos
and BPos, respectively, compared to 5 and 4 for
ANeg and BNeg, respectively), including a greater
number of positions with switched charged states
(e.g., a mutation from a glutamate to lysine), disrupted native interactions that stabilize the structures of the subunits. It is also possible that the
behavior of the positively charged variants is complicated by interactions with cellular polyanions, such
as nucleic acids.

Designed Protein Tetrahedron

The results presented here provide further validation of our approach to designing novel supramolecular protein complexes and highlight the potential
utility of including residues distant from the protein–
protein interface in the design process. In this sense,
the present work demonstrates how experimental
characterization of computationally designed proteins
generates valuable feedback that can be used to
improve the computational design methods. The
results also demonstrate the modularity and tunability of the designed materials; it is possible to change
particular features of the designs, such as solubility,
by modifying the different protein subunits (A or B)
and/or different regions of the protein subunits (e.g.
surface, core, or interface positions) independently of
one another. In this case, five surface mutations to
subunit A were sufficient to significantly increase the
soluble yield of T33-09 without changing the overall
structure of the design. This surface redesign
approach bypasses the difficulties of adjusting sensitive interfaces and core interactions, providing a relatively simple means of improving the solubility of
these materials. Given the many possible applications of designed protein nanomaterials, additional
experiments and methods development aimed at
improving solubility and other desirable properties of
the designs are merited. The genetic basis and modular nature of this class of nanomaterials, combined
with the wealth of previously developed methods for
protein modification,25,26 should facilitate these
efforts. In conjunction with computational redesign
approaches, such as the one used in the present
study, the development and utilization of methods for
directed evolution27–29 of protein nanostructures30–32
should provide particularly powerful tools to help tailor these new nanomaterials for a wide variety of features and target applications.

Materials and Methods
Computational design
Design calculations were performed as described
above using a customized build of Rosetta (version
619f5568a4b8aeb131ee63d41be80c1f2220ae6b) available upon request.

Protein expression, lysate screening, and
purification
Codon-optimized genes encoding the designed variants of subunit A and B were purchased (Integrated
DNA Technologies) and cloned into the pET29b
expression vector between the NdeI and XhoI restriction endonuclease sites for individual expression.
Two co-expression constructs were also generated in
the pET29b expression vector, one expressing the
negatively charged subunit A together with the positively charged subunit B and one expressing the positively charged subunit A together with the negatively
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charged subunit B. The pairs of genes for these coexpression constructs were cloned between the NdeI
and XhoI restriction sites and connected by an intergenic region derived from the pETDUET-1 vector as
described previously.16 The pET29b encoded hexahistidine tag was appended to the C-terminus of each
individual expression construct and to subunit B in
the co-expression constructs. Expression constructs
for the wild-type proteins and the original T33-09
design were generated as described previously.16
Expression plasmids were transformed into
BL21 Star (DE3) E. coli. Cells were grown in LB
medium supplemented with 50 mg L21 of kanamycin at 378C until an OD600 of 0.8 was reached. Protein expression was induced by addition of 1.0 mM
isopropyl-thio-b-D-galactopyranoside and allowed to
proceed for 3 h at 378C before cells were harvested
by centrifugation. Cells were lysed by sonication in
50 mM TRIS pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT,
20 mM imidazole supplemented with 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride.
For lysate-based screening experiments, a portion of the crude lysates of the original, negatively
and positively charged versions of subunits A and B
were mixed in all nine possible pairwise combinations in one-to-one volumetric ratios. Mixed and
unmixed lysates were incubated at 48C for 1 hour
followed by 228C for an additional hour. Insoluble
material was then cleared by centrifugation and the
samples analyzed by denaturing and non-denaturing
PAGE. For comparison, the samples were analyzed
together with clarified lysates of the unmixed subunits, the wild-type subunits, and coexpressed subunits of the original T33-09 design, negatively
charged subunit A and positively charged subunit B,
and positively charged subunit A and negatively
charged subunit B.
For purification of T33-31, in vitro-mixed samples were obtained by mixing cells prior to lysis and
subsequently incubating the crude lysates at 48C for
1 hour with gentle rocking followed by incubation at
228C for 1 hour with gentle rocking. Crude lysates of
these in vitro-mixed samples, coexpressed T33-09
subunits, and individually expressed wild-type subunits were cleared by centrifugation and filtered
through 0.22 lm filters. The filtered supernatants
were purified by nickel affinity chromatography and
eluted using a linear gradient of imidazole. Fractions containing pure protein(s) of interest were
pooled, concentrated, and further purified on a
Superdex 200 10/300 gel filtration column using
25 mM TRIS pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT as
running buffer. Gel filtration fractions containing
pure protein in the desired assembly state were
pooled, concentrated, and stored at room temperature or 48C for subsequent use in analytical size
exclusion chromatography, electron microscopy, and
X-ray crystallography.
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Analytical size exclusion chromatography
Analytical SEC was performed on a Superdex 200 30/
100 gel filtration column using the running buffer
described above. Wild-type proteins and designed
materials were each loaded onto the column at a concentration of 50 lM. The apparent molecular weights
of the designed proteins were estimated by comparison with the corresponding wild-type proteins and
previously determined nanocage standards.

Negative stain electron microscopy
Three microliters of SEC purified T33-31 at 0.1
mg mL21 was applied to glow discharged, carbon
coated 200-mesh copper grids (Ted Pella, Inc.),
washed with Milli-Q water and stained with 0.75%
uranyl formate as described previously.33 Grids were
visualized on a 120 kV Tecnai Spirit T12 transmission electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, OR). All
images were recorded using a bottom-mount Teitz
CMOS 4k camera at 60,000x magnification at the
specimen level. The contrast of all micrographs was
enhanced in Fiji.34

Crystallization
T33-31 was crystallized using the hanging drop
vapor diffusion method at room temperature. Crystals grew in hanging drops containing 0.11 mL of
protein at 13 mg mL21 and 0.1 mL of a 100 mL well
solution containing 100 mM HEPES buffer at pH
7.5, 9% (w/v) polyethylene glycol 8000, and 11.7%
(v/v) ethylene glycol. Crystals with tetrahedral or
octahedral morphology grew over the course of about
two to three days and reached dimensions of about
50–100 lm. For X-ray data collection a crystal was
cryoprotected using the well solution augmented
with 33% glycerol.

Crystallographic data collection, structure
determination, and refinement
Diffraction data sets were collected at the Advanced
Photon Source (APS) beamline 24-ID-C equipped
with a Pilatus-6M detector. All data were collected
at 100 K. Data were collected at a detector distance
of 602 mm, with 0.58 oscillations, and at 0.979100 Å
wavelength. The crystals showed diffraction to 3.25
Å. The XDS/XSCALE package35 was used to integrate, reduce, and scale the data. The data were
reduced in P212121 space group symmetry. Based on
the crystal symmetry, it was expected that the asymmetric unit of the crystal would contain a complete
tetrahedral assembly composed of 24 peptide chains,
corresponding with a Matthews coefficient of 2.44
Å3/Da and a 49.5% solvent content in the crystal.
We used the PHASER program36 to determine the
structure by molecular replacement, with the full
model of the designed tetrahedron as the search
model. Molecular replacement yielded a single solu-
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tion with log-likelihood (LLG) 334. The symmetry
axes of the tetrahedron do not overlap with the symmetry axes of the space group. After the solution
was obtained, the structure was refined in iterative
runs using the BUSTER.37–40 program. In each run,
a single translation libration screw-motion (TLS)
group was assigned per peptide chain and TLS was
switched on for the first and third big-cycles (TLSbasic). We also used the automatic setup for noncrystallographic symmetry (autoncs), and limited the
refinement resolution range to 100–3.4 Å. At each
step, the quality of the refined model was assessed
by COOT,41 and adjustments were made when there
was support based on Fo-Fc difference maps. The
limited resolution did not support the addition of
any bound water molecules during refinement. The
final R and Rfree values were 18.9% and 23.9%. The
molecular replacement solution was further confirmed using omit maps (following simulated annealing in torsion angle space) generated around several
regions of the protein using PHENIX.42 Omit maps
were calculated around the following regions: residues 18–25 in chains A–L, residues 32–51 in chains
A–L, residues 11–25 in chains M–X, residues 31–61
in chains M–X, residues 15–25 in chains A–L, and
11–25 in chains M–X. These fragments were chosen
to be either in the core of one of the protein subunits, or at the designed interface between two proteins. In all cases, the density came back for each of
the deleted fragments, validating the molecular
replacement solution. Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank
with accession code 4ZK7.
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